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3.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Social Media nowadays become an opportunity for all business to market their product
and service where there are a lot of technology and innovation that had been create to make
all businesses to develop online strategies which would help them to reach their target
audience widely. There are a lot of big company such as Coca Cola and McDonald had use
this platform to engage with their audience at the same time approaching new target audience.
This report shows the Social Media Portfolio of Quick Munch which is a cookies seller
that been selling cookies with affordable price and Quick Munch had been use online platform
in selling the product where it helps for the business to focus on introducing and marketing
strategies which they believe by focusing on marketing strategy help the business to growth
further and have a clear goal to be achieve according to the vision and mission that had been
set.
The purpose of preparing social media portfolio is giving a lot of benefit where it can
be used to create know how effective the platform that had been used to reach target audience
and with digital content that been a like to be perceived by customer. There are several
objectives by preparing social media platform for a business.


To overlook the effectiveness of social media toward the product sell.



To become as research development for marketing strategies for business



Guideline that need to be follow by the team as there are the objective and
strategies of the business.
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5.0 INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
Quick Munch is a small business that selling cookies which is Brownies Nutella Flat Cookies.
It consists of two different cookies, in Plain and Almond. Target market for this small business
is for all age stages since it is a snacks that everyone can purchase. But, Quick Munch will
reach more target market and more consumer on teenagers because they like to eat snacks
at their leisure time.
Quick Munch was operated at No 28 Jalan Pantun Satu U2/31A, Taman TTDI Jaya 40100
Shah Alam, Selangor and also at Sepang, Selangor. Both places are quite strategic because
at Shah Alam, we have many students such as student from Politeknik Salahuddin Shah and
UiTM Shah Alam and also at Sepang and it considered as urban area. It also near to courier
service such as Pos Laju and J&T Express, where it will be easier for us to deliver the goods
to our customer and dealing with courier servicer in fast respond regarding several issue of
shipment.
Quick Munch has been establishing on early of 2020 where the name of Quick Munch had
been created since my it is quick to munch! The owner is Ms. Anis Asyiqin and it is a sole
proprietorship kind of business where she is handling all of the process of baking by herself.
Quick Munch has two kind of cookies that given name as Brownies Nutella Flat Cookies. The
reason she put the name is because of it is a flat cookie where it is different with other cookies
at the market. It is quite thin and crunchy and easy to munch!
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